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DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. CONSULT YOUR LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of
a contractual relationship. The material of the current white paper in no way constitutes the
provision of professional advice. Uulala does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability
whatsoever arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of
any material contained in this white paper. Investors and potential Uulala token holders
should seek appropriate independent professional advice prior to relying on, or entering into
any commitment or transaction based on the material published in this white paper as it is
purely published for reference purposes alone. Uulala tokens are not be intended to be treated
as securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer
document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for
investment in securities in any jurisdiction. Uulala does not provide any opinion on any advice
to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact with Uulala tokens and the fact of presentation of this
white paper shall not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any
contract or investment decision. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of Uulala tokens, and no cryptocurrency or
other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this white paper.
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The UULALA MISSION
Uulala is a minority-owned US-based corporation with the majority of shareholders
being first or second generation Latin Americans. Uulala is a mission-driven organization
to facilitate and accelerate the financial inclusion of the under-banked and unbanked
population across the Americas. Uulala empowers the under-banked communities of the
world through the Uulala platform by providing financial tools for them to build credit,
send money, participate in ecommerce and elevate out of a cash only environment. Uulala
will drive change and betterment for Latino culture through the massive social impact
their banking platform and mobile app can have on a culture that lacks trust in traditional
banking systems. The Uulala platform not only provides ways for Latinos to participate
in secure financial transactions, build credit and provide remittance services but also gain
access to entertainment and shopping services that were once out of reach because of their
banking status.

“We are at a tumultuous time in history where the Latino community has a
lot of fear about what will happen with the US government and US financial
institutions and how that will affect their ability to work, save and support
their families. Uulala was developed to be the beacon of light or mechanism
to sustain and empower a culture that has been cast aside”
Oscar Garcia Founder of Uulala
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Global Marketplace
Trends in the money transfer industry are affected by global economies, migration
trends, and employment levels. As global economies and employment levels have
become more stable and have shown growth, albeit at a slow pace, more people
are migrating for work opportunities. Remittances, which totaled $429 billion in
2016, are worth three times as much as all the foreign aid doled out by governments
worldwide, and the money is more efficient dollar-for-dollar. Unlike aid, which is
notorious for passing through corrupt go-betweens and inefficient bureaucracies,
remittances go directly to recipients, who then pay for schooling, medical expenses,
and necessities. The World Bank says transaction fees average 7.45% globally, and in
many remittance corridors they are a lot higher driving rates as high as 15%.
“Remittances are an important source of income for millions of families in developing
countries. As such, a weakening of remittance flows can have a serious impact on
the ability of families to get health care, education or proper nutrition,” said Rita
Ramalho, Acting Director of the World Bank’s Global Indicators Group.[1]

Remittances

$429
Billion
73 billion

Remittance to
Mexico

Mexican Underbanked
Percentage

US Latino
Under-banked

70%

55%

US Latino
Buying power

1.3 Trillion
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Western Union, Moneygram, and RIA, which together control 1.1 million retail locations
account for more than 25% of the world’s annual remittance volume. 2017 has seen sustained
pressure on the traditional brick and mortar agent-based models and continued focus on
digital modes of money transfer. Today brick and mortar based cash services account for
47% of all remittances according to Remittance Price Worldwide. This number is likely
to reduce significantly with the proliferation of smartphones that make online transfers
more convenient. This driving shift presents a business as well as a technological challenge
for existing companies which require a robust technology platform that can support both
traditional and newer modes of servicing customers. This market gap is where the hybrid
model of Uulala will meet the consumer demand for instant mobile remittance combined
with the flexibility of thousands of loading stations through our Power User program within
the regional transfer corridor all at affordable price points. The added value offerings of
the Uulala entertainment experience, mobile phone top-up minutes, international bill pay,
cashback on shopping and ability to build credit become clear differentiators in servicing
this customer demographic. According to the World Bank, 90% of money transfer happens
between friends and families who are most likely connected on social media. The social
aspect of the Uulala ecosystem will reward individuals through rewards-based incentives
for increased use of the platform and for sharing platform with friends and family.

Market Penetration for
Digital
Remittances
2015

10,000,000
Top 5 Latin Countries for

7%
Digital

Monthly Unique senders by country

93%
In Person
With only 7% of all remittances
done digitaly.
We see the
opportunity in focusing in on this
market before the conversion
to digital sets in.

1,736,000
1,288,000
1,192,000
1,000,000

El Salvador Honduras

Guatemala Colombia

Source: World Bank Cost of Sending Remittances: June 2015 Data

Mexico
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UULALA CULTURE SEGMENT
Latin America and Caribbean Region
The majority of Latin American immigrants residing in the United States, documented or not,
honor a commitment to their family and community by sending them remittances. Latino
immigrants who earn less than $25,000 a year tend to send somewhere around $200 a month,
which is nearly ten percent of their income. Thus, cost matters to the sender. Moreover, money
recipients, who are low-income families earning below-average incomes, also value the remittance
they receive and are affected by any cost incurred on them by exchange rates. Latin America and
the Caribbean was the only region to see growth in remittances in 2016, estimated at $73 billion,
an increase of 6.9 percent over 2015, as remittance senders took advantage of the strong U.S. labor
market and beneficial exchange rates. Robust remittance growth was estimated for Mexico, El
Salvador, and Guatemala. In 2017, remittances to the region are projected to grow by 3.3 percent
to $75 billion.[1]
"Remittances are dollars wrapped in love" - Dilip Ratha,
renowned remittance and migration expert.

The most under-served market with the most significant financial footprint. The US to Mexico
remittance corridor represents over $25 Billion being sent annually, which carries a higher
value than oil exports from Mexico. The Latino buying power in the US is equal to $1.3 Trillion.
Currently there is no substantial database showing the spending habits and financial capabilities
for of the Latino market. Although some attempts have been made the data is at a high level and
does not capture the day to day activity information that is needed to understand spending habits
and critical decision-making statistics. The Uulala data science team through the implementation
of attribution analytics will understand what combination of events influences individuals to
engage in the desired behavior, conversion, purchase or tracked event. This data acquisition and
data mining to develop a unbanked database of users that can be leveraged internally and by
third party advertisers. Uulala will develop trackable offline conversion paths to attribute off-line
conversions to location-based behaviors taken through the app.
According to Pew Research center, 70% of Latinos over 18 have access to a smartphone making
this demographic the fastest growing of users in the smartphone space.[2] Uulala will be the
ecosystem to create markets that previously did not exist and will provide social impact for
generations as the financial tool for Latino banking solutions. The intertwining of financial
services with entertainment will yield customer loyalty and enhanced lifetime customer values,
all while creating a global decentralized database with verifiable transaction data via blockchain
and smart contract programming within the UULA token. The analytic value of this decentralized
database will be unparalleled because this demographic is mostly off the grid when it comes to
traditional media tracking and targeting for indexing.
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Uulala Proprietary
Patent Pending Decentralized
Database Technology

Uulala incorporates our proprietary dynamic fragmentation methodology
of cryptographically splitting data into unique segments, utilizing the Reed
Solomon erasure code and checksum algorithm, subsequently AES-256
encrypting the segments and finally decentralizing their distribution via SSL
connection across multiple cloud storage providers. Once at rest in the Cloud,
the encrypted data segments are completely protected from unauthorized
access and brute force cracking attempts. Decentralized data is a nightmare
for attackers to recon, corrupt or steal. Fragmentation and replication ensures
resiliency and availability.
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UULALA SERVICES
Uulala is a financial solutions platform that provides the world's underbanked populations
FINANCIAL
access to the financial inclusion tools they need to change their future. The platform

HIGHLIGHTS

100%
focuses on emerging market growth
sectors domestically and internationally including
minority and millennial underbanked populations. Through the implementation of
our services suite, Uulala users80%
will build or enhance their credit profile. Our database
tracking capabilities across our service line suite will determine both which users
currently qualify for and what level of creditworthiness, they currently qualify for
as well as a path to obtaining higher credit thresholds. Our proprietary micro-credit
algorithms and processes can extrapolate users’ purchase history and behavioral habits
to forecast their true financial abilities on a moment by moment basis. Most financial
activities do not count toward a standard credit score. The FICO system does not
work around the world, and a change is needed for global consumers to have access to
products and services they desire. The Uulala platform is a unique system that tracks all
financial activities and combines that with patented decentralized database technology
to show what level of creditworthiness a user possesses.
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Our Financial

Services

As Fintech continues to grow in coming years, the traditional way of doing business
in finance is sure to adapt. These changes will offer consumers a better, faster and
all-encompassing look into their finances, bridging the gap between money and
technology.

Remittance

Multi Balance

Digital Credit

Domestic and International
Transfers. Wallet 2 Wallet,
Wallet to Network or Wallet to
Financial Institution

Banking services with low
monthly fees. Bill pay services
including the ability to pay
bills for others in another
country. Top up program for
mobile phone minutes.

The ability to have every bill
payment, remittance charge,
and most purchases contribute
to a global credit scoring
system. Users build their credit
profile through active app use.
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Cash Rewards
Prepaid Card. For all different
kind of payments, Wallet
is linked to a MasterCard
Prepaid Card. Ability to get
a percentage of all purchases
back as a forced saving
account. 300 of the top tier
retailers are participating.
With as much as 6% cash back.

B2B services

B2B payment services.
payroll, contractor payments,
gig economy payout and
sales organizations global
commissions payout.

Micro Credit Offers

Digital
credit
lending
for
products,
services,
entertainment and content
access eliminates purchase
friction for service partners
and provides users access
to entertainment previously
unavailable
because
of
banking status. Uulala retail
partners have ability to make
microcredit offers to users.
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BLOCKCHAIN
Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum,
provides this summary in his book on the Fourth Industrial Revolution: “In essence, the
blockchain is a shared, programmable, cryptographically secure and therefore trusted
ledger which no single user controls and which can be inspected by anyone.” A survey of
800 executives, featured in the same book, suggested that 58 percent believe that up to 10
percent of global GDP, over $7 Trillion will be stored using blockchain technology.[3] So
how does blockchain work? Below is a description from Harvard Business Review.

How Blockchain Works

Here are five basic principles underlying the technology.

Distributed Database
Each party on a blockchain has access to the entire database and
its complete history. No single party controls the data or the
information. Every party can verify the records of its transaction
partners directly, without an intermediary.

Peer-to-Peer Transmission
Communication occurs directly between peers instead of through
a central node. Each node stores and forwards information to all
other nodes.

Transparency with Pseudonymity
Every transaction and its associated value are visible to anyone with access to
the system. Each node, or user, on a blockchain has a unique 30-plus-character
alphanumeric address that identifies it. Users can choose to remain anonymous
or provide proof of their identity to others. Transactions occur between
blockchain addresses

Irreversibility of Records
Once a transaction is entered in the database and the accounts are updated, the
records cannot be altered, because they’re linked to every transaction record that
came before them (hence the term “chain”). Various computational algorithms
and approaches are deployed to ensure that the recording on the database is
permanent, chronologically ordered, and available to all others on the network.

Computational Logic
The digital nature of the ledger means that blockchain transactions can be
tied to computational logic and in essence programmed. So users can set up
algorithms and rules that automatically
trigger transactions between nodes. [4]
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UULA TOKEN

"Universal Utility Loading Application"
UULALA will create a total of 750,000,000 tokens. UULALA will not create any
new tokens in addition to such initial token amount. Each UULA token will be sold
based on the schedule outlined in the ICO Timeline. There is a minimum purchase
amount of 5 UULA tokens per purchase.
UULALA already has a functional banking platform, which offers remittance
(domestic and international currency transfers), bill pay (the ability to pay bills),
digital credit building, and microloans. On Nov 15 2017, UULALA will offer onethird (1/3) of all UULALA tokens (i.e., 250,000,000 UULA tokens) for purchase
through a private presale in the UULALA investors cabinet built on multi-chain
blockchain with the token symbol UULA. On (to be determined), UULALA will
offer an additional one-third (1/3) of all UULA tokens (i.e., 250,000,000 UULA
tokens) for purchase by the public. Twenty percent (20%) of all UULA tokens
(i.e., 150,000,000 UULA tokens) will be retained by UULALA (the “UULA Token
Reserve”) for business development, market expansion, and UULALA Service Fees
(as defined below). The remaining 100,000,000 UULA tokens will be distributed
to users of the UULALA platform pursuant to an incentive plan for users to invite
friends and family to use the UULALA platform, maintain average monthly balances
of at least $200 in user accounts, and pay back microloans.
UULALA will accept a maximum (fixed limit) of $50,000,000 for purchase of all
UULA tokens offered for sale to the public. The UULA tokens created for such
maximum amount contributed will in turn represent two-thirds (2/3) of all UULA
tokens. In the case of an amount of contribution falling below such maximum
amount, the difference between such lower amount and the maximum amount being
reserved for future UULA token sales.
The UULALA platform will charge various fees for its services (“UULALA Service
Fee”) only payable in UULA token market equivalent as follows:
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MultiChain Blockchain
MultiChain originally forked from Bitcoin Core, is an offtheshelf platform for the creation
and deployment of private blockchains, either within or between organizations. It aims to
overcome a key obstacle to the deployment of blockchain technology in the institutional
financial sector. MultiChain solves the related problems of mining, privacy, and openness via
integrated management of user permissions. The core aim is threefold: (a) to ensure that the
blockchain’s activity is visible to participants, (b) to introduce controls over which transactions
are permitted, and (c) to enable mining to take place securely without proof of work and its
associated costs. Once a blockchain is private, problems relating to scale are quickly resolved,
since the chain’s participants can control the maximum block size. Also, as a permissioned
system, the blockchain will only contain transactions which are of interest to those participants.
To understand permissions in MultiChain, we begin by noting that all cryptocurrencies manage
identity and security using public key cryptography. Users randomly generate their private
keys and never reveal them to other participants. Each private key has a mathematically related
public address which represents an identity for receiving funds. Once sent to a public address,
those funds can only be spent using the corresponding private key to “sign” a new transaction.
In this sense, access to a private key is equivalent to ownership of any funds which it protects.
MultiChain allows for rapid deployment, it allows the issuance of millions of assets on a
blockchain, all tracked and verified at the network level. Perform safe multi-asset and multiparty atomic exchange transactions. MultiChain supports multi signatures, external private
keys, cold nodes and admin by consensus. Also it can create multiple key-value, time series
or identity databases on a blockchain. Ideal for data sharing, timestamping and encrypted
archiving.
Why MultiChain Vs Ethereum?
Pretty simple, cost of business and scalability. The amount of transactions Uulala will process
on the platform with our target customer base would cost us tens of millions a month in gas
prices to transact on the Ethereum network. Each transaction within the Ethereum protocol
requires payment which doesn’t fit Uulala business model based on the size and volume of
transactions. Also, we don’t want to have our blockchain module stuck each time the Ethereum
blockchain is under heavy pressure during high volume usage during ICOs, or the latest kitten
app is released on the network.
MultiChain provides us the flexibility to conduct millions of transactions per month for our
users without lag time and the transparency of the blockchain protocol for all transactions.
The original use case for MultiChain was for the financial services industry and existing
organizations using and developing with MultiChain include technology titans like: Accenture,
ANX International, Boston Consulting Group, Cognizant, CrimsonLogic, Indra, PWC, Apollo
Group and many more.
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Service Fees
UULALA will use proceeds received from
UULALA Service Fees to buyback UULA
tokens from UULA token holders. For the
avoidance of any doubt, UULALA will not
be able to force UULA token holders to
sell their respective UULA token holdings.
In the event that no UULA token holders desire to sell their UULA tokens, then
UULALA will use UULA tokens from the
UULA Token Reserve to process
UULALA Service Fees.

Micro Loan
UULALA fee

Bill Pay
UULALA fee

USD $0.25

Remittance Fee
UULALA fee

USD $1.90
Traditional Providers
USD $4.99 / $15

Traditional Providers
USD $1 / $3

8%

Traditional Providers
27% / 300%
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UULA Token
Liquidity
The UULA token is designed to provide outstanding benefits for token sale participants
and early rounds investors.
Utility value - UULA Tokens will be used by Uulala users to redeem incentive rewards
provided by activity within the Uulala financial services ecosystem. The usage of the
UULA token can be redeemed for offers through Uulala partners.
Limited supply - With a set supply at the time of initial token offering and the increased
issuance of tokens to reward users on the Uulala ecosystem the increasing transactions
within the ecosystem will drive demand for token issuance from Uulala to its users.
Uulala will buy UULA with profits gained throughout the last financial year. Uulala
will, in turn ensure token availability for user issuance.

Private Round

.02¢
First round Token
Buyers

.06¢
Third Round Token
Buyers

Public Token Event

.12¢
First round Token
Buyers

.28¢
Third Round Token
Buyers
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Uulala Ecosystem &
Organic Node Distribution

Users will have options to use the services of physical card locations and mobile loading nodes called
Power Users(PU). Each PU gives the network more options and greater reach to the community. This
brings customers and added value to local businesses so they can attract users with microcredit offers
(MCO). The payback of these MCOs will create credit profiles worthy of greater financial service
offerings.
Physical location will be available to load currency and sign up for the application. Users will be directed
to these sites based on geolocation.

US Latino
Under-banked
percentage

55%

Mexicos Underbanked
percentage

70%
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Mobile Node

Power User Deposit System

Power Users create mobile deposit Nodes. The Power Users are made eligible through
added KYC and AML checks as well as verification pertaining to their platform usage
and fund balances. Power Users can help others load funds by a Peer to Peer escrow
system where funds move in less than a second to the depositor's wallet from the
Power Users account. A fee chosen by the Power User and agreed to by a depositor will
be charged to the depositor for the Power Users service.

19
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Loading Locations
Retain Micro Credit Offers
Nearby stores and or business that are offering microcredit
lines to Uulala users. Users will be able to access these credit
lines and pick up items from the physical store. The payback
of these microloans will add credit points to the user's account
which will open up more financial opportunities as the user's
credit profile builds.

Other Loading and Unloading Locations
Physical kiosk or ATM where funds can be withdrawn. If
money is transferred, the map will show all options to withdraw
funds. Vendors who use Uulala will see real-time volume
activities around them so they can lower or increase the fee to
charge within a threshold. The ecosystem creates a decentralized
cash out system.
Uulala’s data modeling coupled with attribution analytics will
allow Uulala Power User to become money loading stations
through the Uulala app. High-frequency app users can be
upgraded to distribution nodes and fund transfers via the Uulala
app, activities which are all tracked within the smart contract
functionality of the blockchain. This will exponentially increase
the reach of the Uulala ecosystem especially into remote areas of
Central and South America where financial inclusion is needed,
but which agile technology providers have yet to capture because
of fragmented systems.
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Use of Funds

Road Map
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

2016 Q3
Creation of concept with co-founders. By uniting needs and wants from different sectors and
the banking sector Uulala was fully fleshed out.
2016 Q4
Seed founder round 150k for MVP research and development by founder Oscar Garcia
2017 - Q1
Assembled final technology team with 18 years experience in Fintech, Banking and database
creation
2017 - Q2
First version of mobile application with 2 of 6 features, UI / UX upgrade for simplicity. Closed
250k round of investment.
2017- Q3
Activated Remittance partners, Bill Pay partners and Mobile Top Up partners. New micro
lending scoring system developed for complete scoring of financial activities Negotiated contract with software provider for the MLM industry to use Uulala payment system on 17 MLM
companies
2017 – Q4
Final integration with banking bin for debit cards. MOU finalized with Tier one processor to
use Uulala payment system for an all in one solution to high risk clients including 10 MLM
companies and 5 affiliate sales companies. MOU finalized with large collection agency with 25
million payees to use Uulala as the pre paid card payment vehicle for payments and creating
micro credit Uulala scores. web administration site. Web application build to allow large companies the ability to pay out millions of agents at one time. Closing 500k-second seed round of
investment. Beginning of Private round of initial coin offering.
2018 Q1
Integration of patent pending decentralized database fragmentation for maximum security of
smart contract money loading and system activities. MOU closing for Mobile phone manufacturer that focuses on under-banked offers to use Uulala for payments Next round of beta MLM
users to be onboarded into the system

21
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Road Map
•

•

•

•

2018 Q1
Integration of patented decentralized database fragmentation for maximum security of smart contract money loading and system activities. MOU closing for Mobile
phone manufacturer that focuses on under-banked offers to use Uulala for paymentsFirst loading round of beta MLM companies to be onboarded into the system Rollout
of 500 multi service locations which include insurance and tax retail shops for customer loading and public onboarding.
2018 Q2
Public ICO event to be executed Full implementation of Smart Contract for loading
funds peer to peer and for other service activities in the application. Full deployment
of decentralized data security module with all transactions. Public marketing campaign initiated in the United States and Mexico. Rollout of full Micro Credit Offer
system for small businesses to offer micro loans to acquire users.
2018 Q3
Integration of micro lending module to allow other providers to participate in the
ecosystem. System will be designed to show customer all offer and rates so they can
choose which lender is convenient and right for them. Rollout to all LATAM countries with remittance, bill pay and micro credit building. International push for multi
service location in key states with high minority populations. Texas, Arizona, New
Mexico, Florida and New York. Increased of staff in key areas including programing,
customer service and business development.
2018 Q4
Continued rollout to LATAM countries integrating each country's remittance legacy
platforms along with new crypto remittance solutions.
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The

UULA Token
UULA Tokens are the key to using the Uulala decentralized loading system and microcredit offers.
They manage the contract security, transfer, network fees, monitoring, and management of the entire
smart contract process. UULA is a digital token deployed on Uulala's blockchain built on the open
source MultiChain blockchain. UULA is the in-app currency that powers the Uulala platform. The
UULA token serves as a method of validating the user’s interactions with Uulala and will allow users
to buy, execute, and conduct transactions on the platform. In the future, UULA will serve as access for
an open microcredit offer blockchain managed and unified view within the Uulala platform.
The total supply will be 750 million UULA tokens and will never be increased beyond this cap.
Tokens that are used on the platform will go back into the platform supply. We will provide a service
for users to purchase UULA from this supply. UULA token holders will need to sign up for an
account by registering on the Uulala platform after release. Tokens sent to the platform from ICO
participants will automatically be verified, token holders who purchase UULA from secondary sources
such as exchanges will be restricted until verification.
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The ICO
28%

The ICO will facilitate Uulala to hire top talent in the global money sending industry,
enhance brand awareness through targeted marketing, as well as finance business and
blockchain product development. The funds will also provide the ability for Uulala to
establish first-mover advantage with a smart loading contract a microcredit marketplace
and a smart credit building system.

Product Take

The 1500s, when an unknown printer took a
ALLOCATIONgallery of type an scrambled it to make a type
750 million UULA tokens will ever be created. The UULA tokens are intended to be allocated
as follows:
33% (250,000,000) to be sold through Company Approved Affiliates.
33% (250,000,000) to be sold by the Company to Crowdsale purchasers.
10% ( 75,000,000) reserved by the Company to incentivize community, user adoption and
strategic partners.
10% (75,000,000) to be distributed by the company to appropriate founders and early investors
at the company discretion.
14% (100,000,000) to be distributed by the Company to users of the Uulala platform
The 1500s, when an unknown printer took a
Any unsold tokens in the presale will go into the public sale.
gallery of type an scrambled it to make a type
All unsold tokens from the public sale will stay on the Uulala platform held by the
specimen
Company for sale
only onbook.
the platform

On November 15 2017, Uulala will offer one-third (1/3) of all Uulala
tokens (i.e., 247,500,000 UULA tokens) to pre-Crowdsale purchasers pursuant through a SAFT* offering or through Company Approved Affiliates.

+240

On (March 25th 2018), Uulala will offer an additional one sixteenth (1/16) of all UULA
tokens (i.e., 123,750,000 UULA tokens) for purchase by the public in the form of a pre
sale.
The 1500s, when an unknown printer took a
On (April 21 2018),
will
an additional
sixteenth
galleryUulala
of type
anoffer
scrambled
it to make
a type (1/16) of all UULA tokens
(i.e., 123,750,000
UULA tokens)
specimen
book. for purchase by the public in the form of a public sale.

Product Take

Ten percent (10%) of all UULA tokens (i.e., 75,000,000 UULA tokens) will be retained
by UULALA (the “UULA Token Reserve”) for business development, market expansion, and UULALA Service Fees (as defined below).
Ten percent (10%) of all UULA tokens (75,000,000 UULA tokens) to be distributed by
the Company to certain founders and early investors at the Company’s discretion.
The remaining 100,000,000 UULA tokens will be distributed to users of the Uulala
platform pursuant to an incentive plan for users to invite friends and family to use the
Uulala platform, maintain average monthly balances of at least $200 in user accounts,
and pay back microloans.
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PRIVATE

TOKEN SALE

Ending on February 28th, 2018 or
when sold out whichever comes
first (dates are subject to change).
The Company is pre-selling Tokens
(prior to the Crowdsale) at a discount on a wholesale basis for larger
volume purchasers or through
authorized Affiliates:
- Initial $2,000,000 USD or equivalent - 2 cents per token
· $2,000,001 - $4,999,999 USD or
equivalent 4 cents per token
· $5,000,000 - $10,000,000 USD or
equivalent - 6 cents per token

10 Million
7 million
5 million
2 Million
$0

.02¢
Release one

Financial Caps

.04¢

.06¢

Release two

Release three

Price of tokens

Private Token Sale Hard Cap - $10 Million USD
Token Allocation -250,000,000
For information on the terms of the pre sale please contact tokeninfo@uulala.io
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PRE

PUBLIC CROWDSALE
UULA Tokens are intended to
be sold at the following rates:
Initial $3,333,333 - USD or
equivalent - .08 cents per token
$3,333,333 - $10,000,000 USD
or equivalent - .12 cents per
token
Pre Public Crowdsale Hard Cap

15 Million
10 million
3 million
2 Million
$0

.08¢
Release one

.12¢
Release two

$15 Million USD
Token Allocation -125,000,000
Financial Cap

Token Price

PUBLIC

CROWDSALE
UULA Tokens are intended to
be sold at the following rates:
• Initial $5,000,000 USD or
equivalent - 13 cents per
token
• $5,000,001 - $6,999,999
USD or equivalent - 17
cents per token
• $7,000,000 - $25,000,000
USD or equivalent - 28
cents per token
• Public Crowdsale Hard Cap $25 Million USD
Token Allocation -125,000,000

25 Million
10 million
3 million
2 Million
$0

.13¢
Release one

Financial Cap

.17¢
Release two

Token Price

.28¢
Release three
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Uulala Mobile App
Detailed Overview
KYC/AML Compliance
The customer (remitter), depending on where he/she resides, is required
to register within the application and submit all relevant "Know Your
Customer" (KYC) information as well as copies of his/her documents (e.g.,
government-issued I.D., etc.), depending upon the amount of money being
transacted. KYC requirements vary by locale and by the amount of money
being sent. The MSB, in this case, Uulala, and its partners, then carry out
their due diligence on the applicant. Upon approval, the applicant can log in
via the Internet or through his/her mobile phone to send money home. This
ensures that KYC protocols are followed.
Reliable money transfer platforms are tied into several block-lists such as
OFAC. Whenever a money transfer transaction is created within the system,
a check is done on the remitter and the beneficiary against these block-lists
to ensure AML compliance.
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App Description
Send money, earn rewards, build credit, gain access and have fun doing it! Your new
financial future begins now. Uulala empowers you to take control of your finances.

THE UULALA APP PROVIDES YOU THE MEANS TO:
SEND MONEY ABROAD

Send directly from your iOS device - No
agents needed.
You can send money internationally 24/7
with our fast, secure, low-cost platform.
Send money instantly, safely and track
your transfer in the app.
Low, or no fees. Access the best exchange
rates.
Avoid hidden fees – no surprises.

PAY BILLS FOR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY BACK HOME

Want to pay your family's utility bills back
home? Not a problem with our bill pay
feature.
Save your family member a trip and pay
directly through the Uulala App.

ESTABLISH OR BUILD YOUR
CREDIT PROFILE

You can now build credit with your Uulala
transactions!
Thanks to our proprietary micro-credit
algorithm your transaction history will be
a foundation for your financial future.
Track your credit profile and feel confident
when you need to rely on it.

EARN REWARDS FOR YOUR
ACTIVITIES
You earn rewards for all Uulala activities!
Whether you’re sending money abroad,
taking advantage of cash-back shopping
deals with major retailers or loading your
wallet, all these activities will earn you
rewards. Redeem those rewards with our
entertainment partners for streaming
services or experience an exclusive Uulala
entertainment event.
We use the latest industry-leading
payment security technology to secure
your personal and financial information.
We value your trust in us, and we treat
you like family. Who said paying your
bills had to be boring? Join the revolution
today!
A bank does not own Uulala; this
independence gives us the freedom to
operate with all banks to make sure you
don't pay predatory fees. Stop being
overcharged for the services you need;
your new financial future is here!
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Reduce Fees &

Build Global Credit
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Use Case
Microlending

This example depicts the process for which an Uulala entertainment or digital service partner can
leverage the Uulala platform capabilities to improve customer experience as well as to sell into
previously unavailable markets because of payment barriers.
A key driver to any media organization’s survival is the ability to expand markets and increase
customer loyalty within a competitive landscape. Uulala has evolved to service emerging markets,
including the underbanked and unbanked demographic. Uulala takes the traditional "trial" period
used by most digital content providers and replaces that with an instant digital credit equivalent to
the perceived dollar value of the service.
Let’s take Apple Music for example:
• Uulala captures all customers that opt out of paying for premium by offering them instant digital
credit; they simply provide their cell phone number and receive a text confirmation. Uulala
becomes the digital banking solution that administers and converts the trial periods into dollar
values through a microcredit line.
• The app at first acts as a pre-approved microcredit line for the customer to access Apple Music.
Through Uulala's proprietary technology, it maintains a variety of incentive programs to persuade
users to pay and increase their credit limits to consume other digital content (i.e., Netflix, Hulu,
Amazon, Wall Street Journal, Gaming, etc.).
• Customers are shown how to physically load money to pay back the microloan, while also having
access to a MasterCard-branded card to access additional funds they can load onto the platform.
Once a customer begins to load money onto the system, the platform initiates a split payment
to pay back digital content microloans. The system helps the customer stay creditworthy, which
increases their available credit line, opens other rewards, and educates customers on the steps
they need to take towards making them fully creditworthy to the point where they can take out
cash loans. Using Uulala's proprietary credit algorithm, creditworthiness is attained through the
user’s normal activity of absorbing media content, making purchases, paying bills, etc.
• The win for Apple Music here is that the trial period's negative cash flow turns into a positive
cash flow through micro-credits. It creates loyalty by showing customers that they are trusted
with financial value. The customers can then transfer money to friends and family, create instant
gift cards for digital transactions, pay bills, reduce the loss of money earned, and build their
creditworthiness so they can take out financial loans. Additionally, if we so choose to, we can
make the credit card's lifespan subject to maintaining an active Apple Music account.
This makes Uulala the iPhone of banking: a one-stop shop for everyone, regardless of your credit
& financial history. Uulala gives people the right to earn a traditional credit profile and begins to
eliminate cash-only economies as we know them.
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Business Services

Empowering The Dynamics of Financial Globalization
The Uulala business services web dashboard empowers our business users with dynamic
payout options for their employees, contractors, freelancers, distributors, and suppliers.
Uulala provides a unified payment experience that is customized, secure, open and smart,
enabling your business to be viable domestically and across borders. By leveraging Uulala’s
wallet technology, you can distribute funds worldwide to any number of payees, in a costefficient and timely manner. Organizations can use the bulk payments feature to complete a
payment batch load sheet and with one click of the mouse transfer your payments instantly
to anyone, anywhere.
Maximize your workforce in the Gig Economy with flexible payout options like Wallet to
Wallet, Wallet to Card, etc. Improve your payee onboarding experience and get rewarded for
running payroll and payouts through our rewards program.
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Use Case

Temporary Staffing Agency

Temporary staffing agencies employee a wide segment of the underbanked and
unbanked demographic across the U.S. Many of these individuals work in light
industrial, warehouse, or in the hospitality sector. Staffing agencies typically pay these
workers via two channels, direct deposit and paper check. There are many individuals
who work for staffing agencies who are unable to obtain a bank account because of
blemishes on their credit; this requires them to receive their income by paper check,
which they then cash at payday loan and check cashing operators. According to
Bankrate.com many check cashing operators charge about 3% of the check amount.
If the average income is $40,000 annually, then the employee is losing $1200 a year or
$100 a month. That is a lot of money especially with increasing rents in urban areas.
Savings to employers are considered to result from:
•
Reduced bookkeeping time to prepare payrolls, write checks, re-write lost
checks, etc.
•
Reduced costs from check fraud.
It is commonly estimated that each "hardcopy" salary check a small company
writes costs about $1 (considering employee bookkeeping time). This can increase
significantly in instances of check fraud or lost checks. Lost employee time for
depositing checks is estimated at $2 per employee. The total cost per written
"hardcopy" check is thus approximately $3. This is an estimate and will vary from
company to company.
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Use Case

Gig Economy Use Case

The gig economy has seen an explosion of business model disruption over the last several
years, with organizations like Airbnb UBER, Lyft, Task Rabbit, Postmates, etc. Employment
in the gig economy is growing far faster than traditional payroll employment, according to a
study from the Brookings Institution. Giggers want flexible payment options available to them;
they want their money fast and ready to use, and the Uulala payment system accomplishes
this through our mobile app and card program.

Use Case

Direct Sales or MLM Use Case

There are many global sales organizations whose CFOs wrestle with the problem of paying
a global independent representative sales force. It does not matter whether the product is
coffee, juice, travel, solar panels, or water systems: if you have a global sales force you need
global payment capabilities, so that your brand ambassadors receive their funds on time and
keep promoting your organization. Nothing stops momentum faster than a company that is
unable to pay commissions to their sales force. The global e-wallet system through Uulala
allows us to service this industry and reward both those individuals and organizations for
continued use, as well as to help those individuals build their credit.

One System to Pay all agents
Uulala gives multilevel marketing companies the ability to pay their sales agents
in over 180 countries fast and at a fraction of the cost of traditional HR means.
Agents can access credit lines due to direct deposits.

Revenue Share
MLM companies can revenue share on debit card usage, fees, and credit
building opportunities.
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Use Case
Mobile Top Up

Our consumers are typically cash-based unbanked consumers, immigrants with loved
ones back home, people who are credit-challenged or consumers who are simply
value-conscious.
Problem:
Many consumers can’t afford or don’t qualify for expensive and lengthy phone
contracts. Moreover, many immigrants here in the United States struggle to be able
to talk to their loved ones back home. And finally, if they do qualify for a contract
phone service they are often hit with hidden fees that they didn’t expect or were poorly
disclosed by the phone carriers.
Solution:
Our platform enables the under-banked or credit-challenged consumer the
opportunity to communicate with friends and loved ones here in the U.S. and
internationally, on their own terms. Our prepaid wireless service allows consumers to
budget their spending and buy specific values for their mobile phones without getting
surprised by extra charges each month. Prepaid wireless is just that: prepaid, with no
hidden fees. Our solution allows our consumers to not only purchase prepaid minutes
for their own use, but also for their family’s use internationally without being charged a
fee to transfer those minutes to their loved ones.
Our Network:
Our international prepaid mobile airtime solution boasts a network that includes
more than 90 countries, over 200 mobile networks and over 175,000 retail locations
worldwide where our consumers can top up t airtime minutes. No matter where our
users are, they are virtually guaranteed to be able to communicate with their friends
and family through our network.
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The Uulala platform currently has several businesses awaiting full access to run their global
payout operations. As of the time of this version of the white paper, Uulala currently has 12
direct sales and multi-level marketing companies with signed MOUs ready to activate among
their user base.
This initial commitment provides Uulala with a built-in user base of approximately 150,000
users within the first three months of launch and business customer onboarding. Uulala has
also established LOIs with insurance, tax preparation, immigration, and financial services
professionals who have daily interactions with the target customer segment and will allow
these individuals to pay for services through the Uulala mobile app. These traditional
organizations help bridge the digital gap, alongside our decentralized loading stations and
strategic partnerships, through user acquisition and increased user activity. Based on these
MOUs and LOIs Uulala projects to be cashflow positive within months of platform release.

MLM Direct Payment
Gives multi level marketing companies the ability to pay their sales agents fast and
at a fraction of the cost of traditional HR means in over 180 countries. Agents can
access credit lines due to direct deposites.

1000's of multi service retail partners
Each insurance and tax retail shop service on average 500
clients per month.

Payment as a Service
Gig software platforms need uulala's system to pay out user
more effiently. Which provides uulala with hundreds of
thousands of potential users.
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COMPETITOR
ANALYSIS
The primary consumers in the industry are underbanked individuals who send
remittances (when a worker sends money back to an individual in his or her home
country). Consumers who are underbanked have limited or no access to banking
services. Other industry consumers include individual consumers, who
may or may not have access to regular banking services or businesses that send
money domestically or internationally for bill payments and other money transfer
purposes. The global remittance and financial service industry is a fragmented
landscape; below you will see a comparison chart of a few of the major global players.
Below the chart there is additional analysis provided.

Reasons for Not Having a Bank Account, Unbanked Households,
2015 (Percent)
57.4

Do not have enough money to keep in account
Avoiding bank gives more privacy

28.5

Do not trust banks

28.0

Acount fees too high

27.7
24

Acount fees unpredictable

16.4

ID, credit, or former bank account problems

15.4

Banks do not offer needed products or services
Inconvenient locations

9.0

Inconvenient hours

8.5
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Western Union
Western Union’s most valuable asset is the global agent network it has built which allows it to
provide cash payments instantly. Western Union’s strengths include a long history of reliable,
trustworthy financial services. This supports customer loyalty and brand recognition. Though
loyalty is important, buyers may put convenience, cost, and technological advances ahead of loyalty.
The Western Union agent network primarily serves the Consumer-to-Consumer transaction sector
of Western Union’s product mix. This segment generates the most revenue for Western Union with
$4.3 Billion, or 79% of total revenues, in 2016. The agent network does not come without cost to
customers and, as per the World Bank’s Remittance Pricing Index, Western Union ranks as one of
the most costly ways to send funds.
PayPal
Their goal is to increase the relevance for consumers and merchants to manage and move their
money anywhere in the world, anytime, on any platform and using any device. Their combined
portfolio of payment solutions includes PayPal, PayPal Credit, Braintree, Venmo, Xoom, and
Paydiant products. Their strategy is to continue to grow through M&A, joint venture, and strategic
partnership opportunities. PayPal still lacks a uniform system for all products to be accessible
through a single platform so customer experience and ease of use are still barriers for PayPal to
overcome.
MoneyGram
They manage their revenue and related commissions expenses through two reporting segments:
Global Funds Transfer and Financial Paper Products. The Global Funds Transfer segment provides
global money transfer services in approximately 350,000 agent locations in more than 200 countries
and territories worldwide. The global money transfer services are the primary revenue driver,
accounting for 89% of total revenue. MoneyGram competes for money transfer consumers by trust,
convenience, price, technology and brand recognition. Currently, U.S. Outbound transactions make
up 43% of the product the mix. Per the World Bank Remittance Pricing Index, MoneyGram is one
of the most expensive ways to send money from the U.S. to Mexico.

THE LEAP INTO
ELECTRONIC

Euronet Worldwide
Euronet Worldwide has a sending agent network in place comprising agents, customer service
representatives, Euronet-owned stores, primarily in North America, Europe and Malaysia. The
Money Transfer Segment revenues, approximately 40% revenues for the first half of 2017, are
primarily derived from transaction fees, as well as the margin earned from purchasing foreign
currency at wholesale exchange rates and selling it to customers at retail exchange rates. The
company’s largest Money Transfer Segment brand is Ria, which has an exclusive contract with
Walmart for a money transfer product called Walmart-2-Walmart Money Transfer Service, which
allows customers to transfer money to and from Walmart stores in the U.S. This is a U.S. to U.S.
domestic transfer service
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The Best Team
With a combined experience of over 20 years in the banking merchant service / prepaid card
industry and more than 20 years in business development and marketing, this team has the
experience in bringing businesses high levels of revenue.

Oscar Garcia
Founder / CEO

Repeatedly successful entrepreneur
Mr. Garcia started his career at
age 18 when he was mentored by
the founder of the fastest growing
company listed in Inc. 500 for 1993,
1994 and 1995. He created first of
its class presentation technology
for Ford Motor dealerships that
increased the dealer chain’s income
by 1 million per month per
dealership. In 2014, was the VP of
global sales of a merchant services
technology company that produced
60 million in revenue in the first 9
months in business.

Frank DiCrisi
COO / co founder

C-level executive leader, Mr. DiCrisi
has over eighteen years’ experience
in the financial services, payments,
FinTech, software development and risk
management industries and a proven
track record in developing and executing
innovative and practical business
solutions that deliver profitable longterm strategic outcomes. In addition to
his experience in the payments industry,
Mr. DiCrisi has worked extensively in
the automotive, financial, consumer
electronics, and local advertising
industries, as well as worked and taught
Research Methodology and Statistics at
UCLA.
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Matt Loughran
CMO

Alan Alvarado

Damiano Raigoza

Co-founder / CTO

Born and raised in Mexico City,
Alan is Uulala Chief Technology
Officer. Alan has created
proprietary fintech platforms
and is responsible for the
platforms used by banks and
institutions across the globe.
Alan brings with him over 10
years experience in large scale
SOA/Integration, Enterprise
applications and knowledge
of all stages of software
development life cycles(SDLC).
He has supported and advised
leading companies across Asia
Pacific, Europe, the U.S. and
Latin Americas on technology
and security strategies.

Business Development
Matthew
is
a
highly
accomplished Senior Executive,
C-Suite Officer, Entrepreneur,
Owner,
Consultant,
and
Board Member with 15 years
of success across financial
services, fintech, marketing,
branding, and p u b l i c
relations. Leveraging extensive
experience in strategic planning
and executive leadership, he is a
valuable asset from startups to
Fortune 500 companies looking
for acumen in CRM, change
management, t r a n s i t i o n ,
restructure, and migration.
His broad areas of expertise
include P&L management,
operational excellence,		
sales and resource planning,
digital, social and mobile
marketing strategy; customer
engagement,
technology
and content curation, lead
gen, global business, strategic
alliances and high performance
team building.

Damiano Raigoza is a longtime entrepreneur and strategic
business influencer. 22 years
in
business
development
and
business
consulting
for companies in mortgage
banking, real estate, life
insurance,
property
and
casualty insurance, retail,
and
multicultural
events
and concerts. Prior Creative
Director,
Chief
Business
Development Coach
and
Trainer for Success Education,
Century
21,
Re/Max,
Coldwell Banker, Realty One
Group, Residential Bancorp,
International City Mortgage,
Executive Mortgage Group,
New York Life, Mass Mutual,
World
Financial
Group,
Bellagio
Wealth
Corp,
Adriana’s Insurance, Veronica’s
Insurance, Embassy Suites and
many private businesses with
an emphasis and niche on selfemployment entrepreneurs.
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"Our mobile app and platform were designed
to solve our community's needs, the Latino
community, all of our team knows someone
who works hard to support their family but is
forced to go to the predatory check-cashing
places because they have been turned down
for a bank account because of poor credit. We
know that pain and decided to create a solution for our friends and family to gain access
to the services they need with transparent, affordable rates. Uulala is here to empower our
culture, to balance the financial scales and inject pride into the Latino consumer”
Oscar Garcia Founder of Uulala.

